[Effects of excessive zinc in fodder on brain development and abilities of learning and memory and their mechanisms in young rats].
To study the effects of excessive zinc in fodder on brain development and abilities of learning and memory and to explore their mechanisms in young rats. Animal models with excessive zinc were established in young Wistar rats during their lactation period. Rats were divided into five groups, Groups ZE1 and ZE2 were fed with excessive zinc, Group AL was freely fed with Flanagna fomula fodder added with zinc sulfate, Group PF was matched pair of Group ZE2 and Group ZE2R was fed with fodder same as Group AL after weaning. Ultrastructure was observed with electron microscopy, their free amino acids, nitrous oxide and somatostatin were measured with neurobiochemical methods, and their abilities to learn and memorize were examined. Weight of cerebrum and hippocampus in the rats reduced and zinc levels in their serum and hippocampus raised with the increase of zinc content in their fodder. Acute avoidance response (AAR) and movement in the young rats fed with excessive zinc in Groups ZE1 and ZE2 were obviously lower than in Groups AL and PF. AAR was significantly lower in Group ZE2R than that in Groups AL and PF, but significantly higher than that in Group ZE2. There was no significant difference in AAR between Groups PF and AL, but more movement was observed in them. Nitrous oxide in hippocampus raised and somatostatin decreased in Group ZE2, and total amount of excitatory and inhibitory amino acids in brain tissues raised, especially for glutamic acid. Neurones, gliocytes and organella in the CA1 region of hippocampus in the Group ZE2 showed degeneration, necrosis and rupture of synaptic bolus to varied extent. Excessive zinc in fodder could significantly affect brain development and functions in young rats with multiple mechanisms.